
 

 

   Marketing Memo - Camper 760LMT-D 
 

 

10th September 2013 

   New Product Announcement  

   Camper 760LMT-D 
Enjoy the freedom of the open road with the comfort and convenience of       

travelling with a friendly guide. Camper 760LMT-D raises the bar for dedicat-

ed camper and caravan navigation with camper-friendly features, including a 

7” display, voice-activated navigation and customized routing based on the 

size and weight of your camper or caravan1. 

 

 

 

     KEY FEATURES  
 

NEW SPECIALIZED CAMPER ROUTING
1
 

 

Camper 760LMT-D routes you based on customizable restrictions including height, 
weight, width and length.  

 

7” DISPLAY 
 

With a 7” high-resolution touchscreen display, Camper 760LMT-D is big enough for your 
Camper.  

  

NEW CAUTIONS AND ADVISORIES 
 

Receive warnings for risk of grounding, lateral wind, narrow road, sharp curve, steep 
hill and tree overhang.  

 

LIFETIME MAPS
2
 AND DIGITAL TRAFFIC

3
 

 

Restaurants close. Roads change. Stay up-to-date with lifetime maps. Digital Traffic 
quickly gives details about the situation ahead, such as how many minutes of delay to 
expect and if there are any possible detours 

 

GARMIN REAL DIRECTIONS
TM

 
 

Garmin Real Directions with Garmin Real Voice
TM

 guide using easy-to-see buildings, 
landmarks and traffic lights, rather than the hard-to-read street names.  

 

PHOTOREAL AND BIRD’S EYE JUNCTION VIEWS 
 

Detailed images of junctions along your route ease the stress of merging on or off of a 
roadway.  

 

NEW OPTIONAL WIRELESS BACKUP CAMERA 
 

Take the worry out of reversing with the BC 20 wireless backup camera (sold 
separately).  

 

 
 

     PRODUCT CONFIGURATION 

Camper 760LMT-D 
 
Package contains: Camper 760, vehicle suction cup and active mount, power supply cable with integrated lifetime traffic r 
receiver/vehicle power cable, USB cable, quick start manual  
 
Part number:  010-01168-01 
UPC:   753759112769 
Availability:  October 2013 

RRP: £349.99 Inc Vat 
 

 

 

  



 

 

 

NEW - CAMPER SPECIFIC DIRECTORIES 

 

 

ACTIVE LANE GUIDANCE 

 

 

NEW - SEARCH FILTERS 
 

 

 

Provides everything you need to know when it 

comes to choosing the best campgrounds, and 

keep the information at your fingertips 

Prepares you to navigate interchanges with a 

live-action model to show the lane you need with 

enough time to maneuver 

Narrows down campgrounds so you always find 

the best place for your needs 

 

 WEATHER VIA SMARTPHONE LINK4 

 

 BLUETOOTH® WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY 

 

 VOICE-ACTIVATED NAVIGATION 
 

 

 
 Tells what to expect ahead with weather radar, 

forecasts and more (Available for iPhone
 
and 

Android phones. Subscription required.) 

 
 Enables hands-free calling with a compatible 

phone 

 
 Camper 760LMT-D responds intelligently to your 

verbal commands. Just talk to it. 

 

 

 

PHYSICAL AND PERFORMANCE 
 

Display Size (WxH):  7.0” (17.8 cm)  

Unit Dimensions:  18.7 cm L x 11.4 cm W x 2.3 cm H  

Display Resolution (WxH):  800 x 480 pixels  

Display Type:  Color TFT with white backlight  

Weight:  352g  

Battery Life:  up to 1.5 hours  

Gift Box Dimensions  21.5 cm L x 14.7 cm W x 8.5 cm H  

Gift Box weight:  0.77 kg  

Case Pack  16  

Master Carton Dimensions  36.0 cm D x 44.8 cm W x 31.8 cm H  

Master Carton Weight  13.61 kg  

 

 

 

 

 

 
DETAILED MAPS FOR EUROPE  
Visit Garmin.com for more information. 

 



 

   PRODUCT COPY 

 

28 WORDS  Camper 760LMT-D offers trip planning and camper-friendly features, including a 7” display, routes based on camper or caravan 

dimensions
1
, and a directory of Europe’s camper parks & services.  

57 WORDS  Enjoy the freedom of the open road with the comfort and convenience of traveling with a friendly guide. Camper 760LMT-D offers 

trip planning and camper-friendly features, like a 7” display, routes based on camper or caravan dimensions
1
 and a directory of 

Europe’s camper parks & services. Use Smartphone Link to access weather radar and other live services
4
.  

103 WORDS  Enjoy the freedom of the open road with the comfort and convenience of traveling with a friendly guide. Camper 760LMT-D offers 

trip planning and camper-friendly features, including a 7” display and voice-activated navigation. Preloaded with detailed maps, 

Camper 760LMT-D creates custom routes based on the size and weight of your camper or caravan
1
. Active Lane Guidance with voice 

prompts indicates the lane you need for your next turn. Camper 760LMT-D includes a directory of Europe’s camper parks & services, 

including repairs, and a detailed campground search for sites with your preferred amenities. Use Smartphone Link to access weather 

radar and other live services
4
.  

 

 
 

   COMPATIBLE ACCESSORY OVERVIEW 

 

NEW - WIRELESS BACKUP CAMERA 
Take the worry out of reversing. Easily 
spot vehicles, pedestrians and other 
obstructions right on your screen as 

you back up your camper or caravan. 
 

SKU 010-12043-00 
UPC: 753759111168 
RRP: £109.99 Inc Vat     

CARRY CASE (7”) 
This stylish case supports your 7” 
device while the lightweight foam 
inner padding and soft, scratch-

resistant inside lining provide 
durable all-around protection. 

SKU 010-11917-00 
UPC: 753759995027 
RRP: £13.99 Inc Vat      

PORTABLE FRICTION MOUNT 
Keep Camper 760LMT-D in place with 

this portable friction mount. 
 
 
 

SKU 010-11280-00 
UPC: 753759085704 
RRP: £19.99 Inc Vat   

HIGH SPEED MULTI-CHARGER 
Add two high speed USB ports 

to your vehicle’s 12V outlet 
without losing the ability to 

power your GPS. 
 

SKU: 010-10723-17 
UPC: 753759111540 
RRP: £16.99 Inc Vat     

 

GTM
TM

 36, EUROPE  010-01009-05  
RRP : £57.99   

UPC: 753759978976  
 

Get real-time traffic alerts so you can be out on the open road, not 
stuck in traffic. 

GTM
TM

 70 DIGITAL TRAFFIC 
RECEIVER  

010-11894-00  
RRP: £99.99  

UPC: 753759995201  
 

Get real-time traffic alerts so you can be out on the open road, not 
stuck in traffic. (Note: Digital Traffic currently available in Germany, 
UK & Belgium only.)  

SUCTION CUP MOUNT  010-11932-00  
RRP: £19.99  

UPC: 753759995034  
 

Keep Camper 760LMT-D in place with this portable friction mount. 

VEHICLE POWER CABLE  010-11838-00  
RRP: £17.99  

UPC: 753759989392  
 

Power up while you’re on the go with this 12 V adapter. 

MicroUSB CABLE  010-11478-01  
RRP: £9.99  

UPC: 753759101985  
 

Get more out of Camper. Update software and maps or download 
fun extras. 

 

 

1
Not available in all areas. Entering your camper or caravan’s profile characteristics does not guarantee your camper’s characteristics will be accounted for in all route suggestions. Always defer to all 

posted road signs and road conditions.  
2Lifetime Maps entitle you to receive map updates when and as such updates are made available by Garmin during the useful life of one compatible Garmin product or as long as Garmin receives 
map data from a third party supplier, whichever is shorter. Not transferable to another Garmin product. See www.garmin.com/numapslifetime for complete program terms and conditions. Additional 
memory (purchase required) may be necessary for future map updates.  
3
Lifetime traffic extends for the useful life of your Garmin traffic receiver or as long as Garmin receives traffic data from its traffic supplier, whichever is shorter. A traffic receiver’s “useful life” means 

the period during which the receiver (a) has the required technical capabilities to utilize current traffic data service and (b) is capable of operating as intended without major repairs. Traffic content 
not available in all areas.  Digital Traffic is currently available in the UK, Germany & Belgium only; premium RDS TMC traffic will apply where available in other countries. 
4Contact your mobile service provider for more information about your service plan’s data and roaming rates. Not available in all areas. Subscriptions required. 


